
Alloy  Resources rated a SPEC BUY at $0.013 with a target of >$0.025  

Alloy has 40% of the Horse Well JV that Doray has farmed into and earned a 60% holding so far by paying $2m in about  

1.5 years. Doray could increase to 80% by spending another $2m by December 2016, however, Alloy can retain its 40% if it  

contributes its 40% of the $2m, ie $0.8m and recently raised $1.3m at 1.1c per share, so AYR can contribute and retain its 40%. 

In their MQ 2016 results presentation (I/ERA listened in) and the final question (not by me) received the reply on 29 April 2016, 
(Doray) stating that Horse Well was their regional exploration favourite and potentially capable of becoming Doray's third 
mine, possibly being in production in 3 to 4 years' time as a stand-alone plant fed by a number of ore sources. Doray were 
attracted to Horse Well due to its inclusion in a greenstone belt that has mines such as Bronzewing, Mt McClure and Jundee; 
and exploration at Horse Well has continued to be encouraging. 
 

So where is and what is Horse Well ?.  

 As for the where, that's easy - you can even spot it from outer 

 space looking at about the middle of WA as there is an almost 

 perfect circular feature next to it, namely a 25 to 30km diameter 

 impact zone (ie size wise -from ~Sydney Airport to Hornsby, or 

 Melbourne City to Dandenong South, or ~15 to 18miles) caused 

 by a meteor, that altered the geology around it, either 570 or 

 1630 million years ago - (because of understandably associated 

 tectonic activity, there are debates over when it occurred).  

 And otherwise Horse Well is about 50km north of Jundee.  

Horse Well was mostly explored and discovered by Eagle Mining (who discovered Nimary [now part of Jundee]) in the early to 

mid 1990s. There are at least 5 references or indications that Eagle expected Horse Well to be its next stand-alone mine, based 

on its (southerly) Horse prospects. Eagle even had  

sterilisation drilling at Bronco and Filly in 1996 (at the time it was ramping up and achieving a "tick-over" status for its  

Nimary mine and plant).  

At Palomino, Eagle had intersections in fresh ore such as 9m @ 11.2g/t, 10m @ 7.4g/t, and 12m @ 7.6g/t, while its supergene 

oxide zone had intercepts such as 14m @ 7.1g/t & 9m @ 17.1g/t., and nearby Filly SW had a 10m section where each  

consecutive m ranged between 5.7g/t & 64g/t, of which three of the 1 metre intercepts were >1oz/t).  

Eagle even identified the Dusk 'til Dawn (DD) and Crack o' Dawn prospects in 1996/7 - there is a broad N/S structural link with 

Jundee.  

BUT ! in 1997 Eagle was taken over by Great Central and that was it ! - the potential gold mine was forgotten. Palomino and 

Filly SW have not been drilled since 1997 (ie almost 20 years, despite their intercepts). Great Central's review of Eagle's  

prospects gave a greater weighting to Gourdis-Vause, and Horse Well fell off the radar screen, and passed through various 

hands until Alloy bought the Horse Well project soon after listing in 2006. 

The JV under Doray has mostly focused on the northern or Dawn prospects especially DD (Dusk 'til Dawn) and Django.  

At DD, Doray has an excellent 3d interactive model on its website ( see figure 8a on page 5 of our report, with models of 

Andy Well, Deflector and DD) - the first I have seen like it available for anyone to use. 

The Horse prospects appear to have been hampered by their drill density and comparisons with the peppered drilling under-

taken at Jundee. Jundee was peppered with drilling due to its number of lodes striking NE/SW, NW/SE, E/W & N/S. 

Such that the Palomino resource of 33koz in oxide is now only ~44koz in total or an additional ~11moz almost 20 years' later. 

Under JORC 2012, the resources have switched from indicated to inferred, the fresh Palomino ore was top-cut so that its 60g/t 

to 360g/t intercepts became 50g/t  - that resulted in a resource of 258.4kt @ 3.73g/t, which was then diluted and optimised to 

result in 196kt @ 2.59g/t (ie lower tonnes and lower grade or the top-cut resource of 31koz, almost halved to 16koz).  

And of course the down plunge ore shoot with its intersections of 10m @ 7.4g/t, 9m @ 5.3g/t & 12m @ 7.6g/t was excluded 

because of its low drill density - it didn't even make the inferred category. 



 

Doray has stated that they intend to undertake an at least 18 drillhole 

RC programme to ~ 180m depth at Django in the coming quarter, and 

release updated resources to 30 June in its July quarter. This should 

include DD, but is probably too early for  

Django and Warmblood. Ideally a reworking / re-interpretation of the 

Horse prospects would be good too.  

If Doray do not get their 1moz target then there is always the possibility 

of the ore being trucked down a mostly existing link road to the Jundee 

mine for toll treatment or ore purchase. 

However, it should be noted that Django was the largest of 18 to 20 

anomalies identified in 2013, meaning that there could be at least 12 to 

15 anomalies/structural targets still to be tested. 

Conceptually Alloy could be worth at least 3cps for a 20% holding in 

the JV or 5.5cps for a 40% holding  

(see page 8 of our report),  

 

Regards 

      Keith. 

Alloy's 950 km2 Horse Well Gold Project in the 

Yandal Greenstone Belt 

Alloy’s Horse Well Gold Resources and Prospects  

and Alloy is consequently rated as a SPEC BUY at 1.3c with a target of >2.5cps 

 

http://www.alloyres.com/projects-gallery.php?state=TOC&gallery=!Horse_Well
http://www.alloyres.com/documents/fig-HW3-ACDrillingGeol.pdf
http://www.alloyres.com/documents/fig-2-Sep2013-HorseWellProject-Tenements.pdf

















